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Qommentary October 2020 
Release Notes 

Bug fixes 

 
 

 [QOM-427] Render in Storytelling presentation 

Fixed an issue which caused extension to render incorrect commentary when embedded in a 

Storytelling presentation. 

 
 

 [QOM-548] Allow global commentary 

Fixed an issue which prohibited commentary to be created when “Enable global commentary” 

option was enabled. 

 
 

 [QOM-375] Rendering in full screen view 

Fixed an issue which caused extension to display a blank screen when being rendered in full 

screen view. 

 
 

 [QOM-393] Loading comments on conditionally shown columns with selections applied 

Comments where not being retrieved correctly when columns where conditionally 

shown/hidden if selections where applied. 

 
 

 [QOM-545] Render in Storytelling presentation 

Fixed an issue which caused extension to render blank when embedded in a Storytelling 

presentation. 

 

New Features 

 
 

Support for alternate states 

Qommentary Insights is now fully compatible with Qlik Sense alternate states, allowing 

commentaries to be written across multiple application contexts. 
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Support for section access 

Section Access allows datasets to be reduced based on user row-level access. This powerful 

feature introduces commentary governance integrated with Section Access. Choose which 

reduction fields the extension should use and restrict commentary context based on user access. 

 
 

Comments included in email template when mentioning users 

Mentioning users in comments is a great way to loop people into conversations. When users are 

mentioned in comments, email templates now have a new [Comment] tag which would embed 

the original comment where the user was mentioned, thus bringing more context to your 

messages. 

This tag is only supported in “Commentary Comment Added” and “Commentary Mention” 

templates. 

 
 

Visibility control for Commentary Explorer 

A new property option is available under Commentary > General to control visibility of 

Commentary Explorer search feature. 

  
 

Support for alternate states 

Qommentary Table is now fully compatible with Qlik Sense alternate states, allowing row-level 

comments to be written across multiple application contexts. 

  
 

Comments included in email template when mentioning users 

Mentioning users in row comments is a great way to loop people into conversations. When 

users are mentioned in comments, email templates now have a new [Comment] tag which 

would embed the original comment where the user was mentioned, thus bringing more context 

to your messages. 

This tag is only supported in “Commentary Comment Added” and “Commentary Mention” 

templates. 
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